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In Dec 2019 world has seen the emergence of covid 19, what few grams of virus can do with the whole world, it is history now.

In the meantime we developed vaccination against corona, and when humanity was emerging from the epidemic, even WHO was con-
vinced that corona epidemic was a thing of the past, suddenly China finds itself caught unaware again gripped by the same epidemic as 
in December 2022.

What is common with these two time periods, can we analyse scientifically.

Before proceeding further, I hope the medical scientific community will try to see the things here as they are being mentioned.

When we can describe the relationship of even finer particles like atoms situated miles away, we proudly say it is based on quantum 
physics and quantum biophysics.

I am not going into details. But when mentioned that sun affects astrologically our health and health of this planet, more than synthesis 
of Vit D, we try to prove it as a totally unscientific and straight away discard such sayings.

More can be said, but I just mentioned.

There are many unscientific astrologers which try to relate any incidences as exactly with the date. They will try to relate the exact date 
of the first case with astrological findings.

In medical astrology first there is formation of fertile ground for emergence of a particular epidemic, let us examine with evidences 
this aspect in present situation.

From second half of October every year for a month revolving earth around sun passes from 180° to 210°, this is the time rays of sun 
falling on earth give many such incidences and when combined with other favourable conditions give rise to such emergent situation. You 
can ask why this does not happen every year, it can be answered but will need to understand more details of the subject.

 So, December can be seen as the time for emergence of this specific epidemic for conditions from mid-October to mid-November. It 
does not mean that there will be no epidemic in other times of the year or only December is the month for such an epidemic, in fact there 
are other grounds as in this situation we have seen many waves emerging from time to time, and many other factors operating but can be 
explained.
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Would like to mention here that in vedic medical astrology we knowingly conceived a geostationary model. We say sun is now passing 
from 180° to 210° or in tula sign as described in astrology, whereas earth as earth is passing in tula sign. We can describe more according 
to laws of physics.

But I would like to mention a few such evidences, as optimum vit D levels are found to be preventive for coronavirus.

Eastern parts of many countries and Eastern nations where corona found to be less damaging as compared with epidemiological other 
factors.

In vitro it was found that coronavirus least survives on copper surface as compared to other surfaces, need to mention here that copper 
is regarded as metal of sun in vedic astrology.

What least we can do, as in office subordinates reach office before the boss arrives, as sun is the boss so we should awake before sun 
rise. 

Again, seen early to rise is the key factor for good immunity.

Not directly related with the present situation but the great astronomer Kepler who first described Laws of planetary movements, 
which NASA accepts as such was a practising astrologer too.
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